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Unlimited Success Factors: Nature’s Intelligence, 

Good Fortune and the Structure of Miracles 

The 24 hours day and night nature retreat camp awakening subconscious spiritual quality 
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“Nature’s intelligence functions with effortless ease, with carefreeness, harmony, and 

love. 

And when we harness the forces of harmony, joy, and love, we create success and good 

fortune with effortless ease” (Deepak Chopra) 

 

We will continue the co-creation process started during the 57
th

 EOQ Congress 

‘Quality Renaissance – Co-creating a Viable Future’ in the Midsummer Camp.  

This is an exciting opportunity for Summer Camp-minded people to celebrate and experience the 

magic of the shortest and whitest night of the year when Dusk meets Dawn, find inspiration from 

the nature and each other. 

Success means increasing happiness and progressive realization of worthy goals. In Western 

thought tradition we have learnt that it is the result of rational-logical thinking, strong motivation, 

clear goal setting and hard work. Our organizational and individual quality is often historically 

based on Taylorian-Aristotelian reason-consequence model, which excludes spiritual fountains of 

subconscious success factors. The affluence creating way of quality is based on Nature’s wisdom 

and The Structure of Miracles. Keep it simple, and free yourself to personal miracles! 

Goal of the Camp: To learn by experiencing the main keys to spiritual success and quality 



 

Themes 

1) When Inner Prisons Collapse: From Linear Organizing to Non-Linear Fulfilment of Your 

Dreams 

2) From Trying to Getting: Seven Steps to Spiritual Success 

3) Keep it Simple My Friend – why Simplicity Leads to Freedom  

4) Your Unique Talent is Your Bound to Pure Potentiality – High Lights Interview Model as 

Activating Technique 

5) Being Quiet and Ego’s Miraculous Defense Mechanism against Real Knowing 

6) Not Trying too much – The Law of Least Effort  

7) How Do You Know, When You Are There: The Structure of Miracle Question 

8) Stop Fighting the Universe: Karma doing Karma - Integrating Individual Exercises  

 

Set-up of the Camp 

The set-up of the Camp is based on free and spontaneous participation and co-creation. At the 

beginning of the camp a more detailed program is formed by asking the participants, what kind of 

presentations/workshops they have prepared or are interested in leading and thus becoming co-

trainers. Based on experience this takes roughly an hour. It is not compulsory for the participant to 

prepare or lead any workshop. The Camp is about experience and thus the workshops are rich with 

exercises and active participation.  



Location 

The Camp’s location is Laulasmaa SPA Conference Centre (www.laulasmaa.ee), 35 km from 

Tallinn. It is situated on a miraculous sandy beach by the Baltic Sea with ‘singing sand’ (Laulasmaa 

means ‘singing land’), surrounded by pine forest where we can connect with the Nature. 

 

Registration and additional information 

The participation fee is 180 euros + VAT20%, including transportation from Tallinn to Laulasmaa 

and back, one night accommodation, breakfast, dinner, lunches and coffee-breaks. 

For registration and further information contact 

Tiia Tammaru, tiia.tammaru@eaq.ee, +372 56 636 679 

Information about the 57
th

 EOQ Congress preceding the Midsummer Camp: 

‘Quality Renaissance – Co-creating a Viable Future’ 

www.quality2013.eu 

 

Welcome to Estonia, the Land of the Midnight Sun! 

http://www.laulasmaa.ee/
mailto:tiia.tammaru@eaq.ee
http://www.quality2013.eu/

